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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

 

There are many automatic summarization systems can be used to produce a 

summary from a single text documents.  From the different automatic summarization 

system, it can be found that the system will produce a different content of summary 

results although the percentage of sentences out of whole single text document is setting 

to the same value.  Therefore, in this study, three automatic summarization systems are 

used to produce the summary results; Microsoft Word Automatic Summarization, 

Shvoong Summarization and Simple Text Summarization in PHP.  The performance of 

those results are investigated and measured using standard performance evaluation such 

recall, precision and f-measure.  The dataset collection used in this study is collected 

from The New Straits Time and The Stars online and it is about Iskandar Region 

Development Authority (IRDA).  Two automatic summarization system are already 

existed which is Microsoft Word Automatic Summarization and Shvoong 

Summarization and only one summarization system is coded in PHP language, there is 

Simple Text Summarization in PHP.  Many operations have been applied in this coded 

system such as removing stop word, stemming, normalizing, creating weighted term-

frequency and applying the technique.  The results from those systems are stored into the 

database.  In this study, about 50 articles are used.  The comparison between different 

automatic summarization systems was made using standard performance evaluation.  

The performance evaluation is fully analyzed without depending on human evaluator.  

One program of analyzing the performance is coded in PERL language to produce a 

statistic of all summary results from those three automatic summarization systems.  

From the experimental results, it can be concluded that the Shvoong Summarization is 

the most effective automatic summarization system for single text document. 
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ABSTRAK 

 

 

 

 

 

Terdapat banyak sistem rumusan automatik (SRA) yang boleh digunakan bagi 

menghasilkan sesuatu rumusan daripada satu petikan.  Daripada SRA yang berlainan, 

didapati bahawa rumusan yang dihasilkan juga adalah berbeza walaupun peratusan ayat 

yang dikeluarkan dari satu petikan disetkan pada nilai yang sama.  Oleh itu, di dalam 

kajian ini, tiga SRA digunakan bagi menghasilkan rumusan di mana hasil rumusan bagi 

SRA ini diukur dan diselidiki dengan menggunakan pernilaian perlaksanaan seperti 

pemanggilan balik (recall), ketepatan (precision) dan pengukuran-f (f-measure).  Set 

data terkumpul yang digunakan di dalam kajian ini diperolehi daripada akhbar atas talian 

seperti The New Strait Time and The Stars dan ianya berkisar tentang Wilayah 

Pembangunan Iskandar (WPI).  Dua daripada SRA adalah terdiri daripada sistem sedia 

ada iaitu Rumusan Automatik Microsoft Word dan Rumasan Shvoong dan hanya satu 

SRA yang dikodkan iaitu Rumusan Petikan Ringkas di dalam PHP.  Banyak operasi 

yang digunakan secara praktikal di dalam program ini seperti membuang kata henti (stop 

word), mendapatkan kata dasar (stemming), pernormalan, mencipta pemberat kekerapan 

setiap perkataan dan penggunaan teknik rumusan.  Hasil daripada semua sistem rumusan 

disimpan di dalam pangkalan data.  Di dalam kajian ini, sebanyak 50 petikan akhbar atas 

talian digunakan.  Perbandingan diantara SRA yang berlainan ini dibuat dengan 

menggunakan pengukuran penilaian perlaksanaan.  Penilaian perlaksanaan ini secara 

keseluruhannya dianalisa dengan menggunakan sebuah program yang dikodkan di dalam 

bahasa PERL.  Proses penganalisaan yang dijalankan tidak melibatkan hasil rumusan 

penilai manusia.  Daripada keputusan kajian yang diperolehi, boleh disimpulkan bahawa 

Rumusan Shvoong adalah merupakan rumusan yang paling berkesan bagi satu petikan.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

 

The growing amounts of information available electronically require tools for 

fast assessing the content of the information resources.  A text summarization system 

may be thought of as such a tool.  Summarization is one of the most common acts of 

language behavior.  Text summarization system can be defined as a process of 

condensing a source text while preserving its information content and maintaining 

readability.  The goal of the text summarization system is to produce a concise 

representation with a minimal loss of information of a document or set of documents. 

 

 

Summaries have been made in order to gain access to and control the flood of 

information.  What is a worth reading and what is useful for particular purpose should be 

known because nobody want to waste time by reading useless information.  By giving an 

overview of content, summaries will save readers’ times. Dagstuhl, (1993) has made a 
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brief explanation about the importance of text summarization, with access to computers 

capable of dealing with large textual database.   

 

 

Radev et al. (2002) have provided a sketch of the current state of the art of 

summarization including single-documents summarization through extraction which is 

the beginning of abstractive approach to single-documents summarization and a variety 

of approaches to multi-documents summarization.  The major approaches will be 

explained in detail in chapter 2. 

 

 

Summary generation systems seek to identify document contents that convey the 

most “important” information within the document.  Where, importance may depend on 

the use to which the summary is to be put.  There are two basic approaches to 

summarization that are information extraction with subsequent text generation and 

summaries composed of extracted sentences or phrases.  Sentence extracted summaries 

have been formed by scoring the sentences in the document using some criteria, ranking 

the sentences and then taking a number of the top ranking sentences as the summary.  

Various studies have led to the proposal of the following criteria of measuring sentence 

significance for effective summary generation like sentence position within the 

document, word frequency within the full-text, the presence or absence of certain words 

or phrases in the sentence and a sentence’s relation to other sentences, words or 

paragraphs within the source document.  Each sentence score is computed as the sum of 

its constituent words and other scores (Adesina and Jones, 2001). 

 

 

Algorithms for extractive summarization are typically based on techniques for 

sentence extraction and attempt to identify the set of sentences that are most important 

for the overall understanding of a given document.  Some of the most successful 

approaches consist of supervised algorithms that attempt to learn what makes a good 

summary by training on collections of summaries built for a relatively large number of 
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training documents.  However, the price paid for the high performance of such 

supervised algorithms is their inability to easily adapt to new languages or domains as 

new training data are required for each new data type.  The technique for extractive 

summarization relying on iterative graph-based algorithm had been applied to the 

summarization of documents in different language without any requirement for 

additional data.  Additionally, it shows that a layered application of the single-

documents summarization technique can result into an efficient multi-document 

summarization tool (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004). 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Problem Background 

 

 

As the amount of online information increases, systems that can automatically 

summarize one or more documents become increasingly desirable.  Recent research has 

investigated types of summaries, techniques to create them and performances evaluation 

for the summarization.  Several evaluation competitions in the style of the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) have 

helped determine baseline performance levels and provide a limited set of training 

material (Radev et al., 2002).  The Document Understanding Conferences (DUC) also 

involved in providing the appropriate framework for system independent evaluation of 

text summarization system.  

 

 

Knowingly, the main problem in achieving an effective text summarization 

system is to create a summary with a wider coverage of the document contents and 

determine less redundancy.  Consequentially, an investigation of the most appropriate 
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techniques must be done to select sentences that are highly ranked and different from 

each other. 

 

 

The performance of the text summarization system can be affected by text 

summarization techniques, weighting schemes and summary evaluation. But the most 

important task in this system is its’ performances evaluation.  There are many 

experiments that have been done to achieve the most appropriate performances for text 

summarization system for single and multiple documents.  For example, Gong and Liu 

(2001) proposed two generic text summarization techniques that create text summaries 

by ranking and extracting sentences from original documents.  The first techniques used 

standard information retrieval technique (relevance measure) to rank sentences 

relevance, while the second technique used the latent semantic analysis technique (SVD-

based).  Both techniques had been experimented with nine weighting schemes and the 

standard evaluation method (Recall, Precision and F-measure) to identify semantically 

important sentences for summary creation.  As the result, the two different techniques 

produced very similar output.  

 

 

Daniel et al. (2004) have proposed Full-Coverage summarizer (FC) to leverage 

existing information retrieval technology by extracting key-sentences on the premise 

that the relevance of a sentence is proportional to its similarity to the whole documents.  

The operational flow of FC summarizer is approximately similar with relevance measure 

which is proposed by Gong and Liu (2001).  By using TIME and DUC as a dataset, their 

techniques can produce sentences-based summaries up to 78% smaller than the original 

text with only 3% loss in retrieval performance.    

 

 

Mihalcea and Ceylan (2007) have explored the problem of book summarization.  

About 50 books together with its summary had been used as a dataset for evaluation and 

each of them have two manually created summaries.  The average length of book 
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collection is about 92,000 words with summary length between 6,500 (Cliff’s Notes) 

and 7,500 (Grade Save) words.  In this research, there have two stages namely initial 

experiment and specific experiment.  In initial stage, book summarization has been done 

using a re-implementation of an existing state-of-the-art summarization system like 

centroid-based technique.  This technique has implemented in MEAD by Radev et al. 

(2004) which can be optimized and made very efficient summarization for very long 

documents such as books.  Specific experiment for the dataset had been done in the 

second stage.  The specific experiment has decided to be done because the dataset 

consist of very large documents and correspondingly the summarization of such 

document required techniques that count for the length.  Several have been selected to 

test the dataset such as sentence position (positional score), test segmentation, modified 

term weighting, segment ranking and the combination of some existing techniques.  For 

performance evaluation, all techniques in this specific stage have been evaluated by 

Rouge evaluation toolkit, recall, precision and f-measure.  As a conclusion, the research 

has made two important combinations.  First, a new summarization benchmark, 

specifically targeting the evaluation of systems for book summarization had been 

introduced.  Second, the system that developed for the summarization of short 

documents do not fare well when applied to very long documents such as books.  

Instead, a better performance can be achieved with a system that accounts for the length 

of the documents.  

 

 

Using different weighting schemes on summarization system can effects the 

performance evaluation in producing short and accurate summaries for the document.  

Weighting schemes can be defined by local and global weighting and also normalization 

factor.  For example, Gupta et al. (2007) have examined the focused-based summary by 

using four weighting schemes such raw frequency (word probability), R (w) and Log-

Likelihood Ratio (LLR).  The variant of Log-Likelihood, LLR with cut-off, LLR (C) 

and LLR (CQ) also examined. As a result, the focused summarizer LLR (CQ) is the best 

and it significantly outperforms the focused summarizer based on frequency.  Also, LLR 

(assign weights to all words) performs significantly worse than LLR (C).  Both LLR and 
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LLR (C) are sensitive to the introduction of topic relevance in producing somewhat 

better summaries in the focused scenario compared to generic scenario.  In other 

experimentation, Gong and Liu (2001) have studied nine common weighting schemes 

for two generic summarization which are summarization by relevance measure 

(represented by summarizer 1) and summarization by latent semantic analysis 

(represented by summarizer 2).  By adding the global weighting and/or vector 

normalization, the performance of summarization could be changed.  So, from both 

experimentation, can be said that, applying different weighting schemes on various 

summarization techniques will produce the different result for the performance of the 

summary.       

 

 

The most important task in summarization is its performance evaluation.  

Summaries can be evaluated from the point of view of coverage (the extent to which a 

system summary bears on the context of the sources text) and quality (consistency and 

chronological coherence estimation) (Biryukov, 2004).  Usually, performance 

evaluations could be evaluated using the standard precision, recall and f-measure within 

human evaluator or only by system evaluator itself.  Besides, performance evaluation 

also can be evaluated by human evaluation (pyramid method) and automatic evaluation 

(Rouge method).  In literature review, the detail of performance evaluations will be 

discussed.   

 

 

This project is focused on generic summarization systems which it provided the 

author’s points of view of the input text, giving equal important to all major themes in it.  

Three summarization systems are investigated in such Microsoft Office Word 2003 

Automatic Summarization, online Shvoong Summarization and Simple Text 

Summarization in PHP.  Standard performance evaluation methods like recall, precision 

and F-measure are used for analyzing a good summary for the dataset collection. 
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1.3 Problem Statement 

 

 

This project aims to provide a comprehensive comparison of different 

summarization systems based on performance evaluation for finding out which one is 

better in finding a good summary to dataset collection. 

 

 

The purpose of the project is to make a comparison of different automatic text 

summarization systems by using recall, precision and f-measure to analyze the 

performance of those systems for single-documents.  The research questions to be 

answered in this project is which is the most effective automatic text summarization 

system can be used in performing a good summary for single-document? 

 

 

 

 

 

1.4 Aim of the Study 

 

 

The aim of the study is to investigate and compare the performance of Microsoft 

Office Word 2003 Automatic Summarization, online Shvoong Summarization and 

Simple Text Summarization in PHP in producing a summary for the single-document in 

the dataset collection.   
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1.5 Objectives of the Project 

 

 

In order to achieve the aim of the project, several objectives are identified: 
 

 

(i) To produce summary results of different automatic text summarization systems 
for single-documents. 

 

(ii) To analyze effects of performance evaluation on different automatic text 
summarization systems using recall, precision and f-measure. 

 

(iii) To recommend the most effective automatic text summarization systems based 
on the result from performance evaluation.  

 

 

 

 

 

1.6 Scope of the Project 

 

 

(i) About 50 articles related to Iskandar Region Development Authority (IRDA) are 

collected and used as dataset in this project.  The dataset is obtained from The 

New Strait Times (NST) and The Star Newspaper Online. 

 

(ii) Only single-documents are investigated in this project. 

 

(iii) This project used three automatic text summarization systems which are: 

 

 Microsoft Office Word 2003 Automatic Summarization.  

 Online Shvoong Summarization.  

 Simple Text Summarization in PHP.  
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(iv) A standard performance evaluation such precision, recall and f-measure are used 

to evaluate the performance on a summary result from each automatic text 

summarization systems.  

 

 

 

 

 

1.7 Organization of Thesis 

 

 

There are five chapters in this thesis like introduction for the project is included 

in chapter 1, the discussion of literature review is in chapter 2, methodology of the 

project are explained in chapter 3, the experimental results and analysis discussed in 

chapter 4 and the last chapter 5 presented the conclusion and suggestion for future work. 

  

 

 

 

 

1.8 Summary 

 

 

In this chapter, the introduction of the project such the definition of text 

summarization system, problem background, problem statements, aim of the study, 

objectives, scopes and organization of this project are included and explained.  Project I 

and Project II planning for this study also done and illustrated in Gantt chart in 

Appendix A. 
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